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Market Outlook for Q3
We enter the third quarter with concerns of a
recession and its impact to the U.S. economy.
Surging global inflation, hawkish central banks,
supply chain struggles, a war between Ukraine
and Russia, and China’s zero-COVID policy are
just some of the many factors negatively affecting
the global economic outlook.

Could a Recession be in the Future?
Chairman Powell assuages economic concerns,
suggesting that the economy is not in recession.

Are Global Economic
Impacting Markets?
The

current

global

issues

are

Factors
significantly

impacting investors. Though the economy is not
the stock market, we have seen a lot of volatility in
the markets too. Market volatility is unsettling but
not unusual. As always, investors should continue
to focus on the long term.

Questions
If you have any questions about these topics,
please let our team know.

The Federal Reserve (Fed) will remain vigilant
against inflation and the pace of these “unusually”
large interest rate hikes will end at some point.
Economists suggest that if we are to enter a
recession, it will likely not be strong, but rather a
mild economic slowdown.

What is the Fed Doing to Manage the
Possibilities?
As expected, the Fed lifted the interest rate 0.75%
to 2.50% on July 27th. This increase aligns with
market predictions. This is considered neutral
territory (the rate deemed to neither stimulate nor
restrict the U.S. economy).
This is the Fed’s fourth interest rate hike in this
tightening cycle, dating back to its first hike that
began March 16th.
The Fed will rely on data to adjust the path of rate
of increases as needed.
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Economic Snapshot
The US economy has started to slow down as higher interest rates hit interest sensitive sectors. Although we see
a continuation of economic growth, uncertainty has increased considerably. Job growth has remained strong, but it
is also weakening. Inflation has become the biggest risk for policymakers as well as for the outlook. The Federal
Reserve (Fed) has become more aggressive in its interest rate campaign as five-year ahead inflation rate
expectations have started to move away from its comfort level. Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has continued to
prevent a ‘back-to-normal’ environment after the ease of pandemic conditions. The probability of a shallow
recession in 2023 has increased considerably.
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